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Abstract. Deformations of membranes and networks formed with two families of
highly elastic cords are considered. The cords are along the radial and circumferential
directions of concentric circles and are perfectly joined together at their intersection
points so that there is no slip relative to each other. The deformations studied
include: (1) symmetric deformation of circular arcs or annuli, (2) straightening of
circular arcs and (3) inverse bending of circular arcs. It is found that the second is a
universal deformation, which satisfies the equilibrium equations for any constitutive
relations of the material of the cords.

1. Introduction. The infinitesimal plane deformation of membranes formed by
two families of parallel straight cords has been discussed by Genensky and Rivlin
[1]. It is assumed that the cords are perfectly flexible and the membrane cannot resist
shearing. They have obtained solutions to the displacement boundary-value problem,
the traction boundary-value problem and the mixed boundary-value problem. The
finite deformations of such membranes have been considered by Green and Shi [2, 3],
Green and Shi [4] also investigated some deformations of discrete networks formed
of straight elastic cords while Shi [5] showed some solutions to the deformations of
the membranes with shearing resistance. Some other deformations and membranes
are considered by Shi in [6].

In the present paper we will consider the plane deformations of membranes and
networks formed of two families of perfectly flexible cords, with one family lying
along the radial direction while the other lies along the circumferential (chord in case
of network) direction. When we refer to membrane we assume that the cords are
continuously distributed so that the theory of continuum mechanics can be employed,
and that the radial cords have thinner central-ward end than outward end so that
the numbers of radial cords crossing arcs with the same central angle interval but
dilferent radii are the same. The latter assumption might not be realistic but it
makes mathematics convenient.

In Sec. 2 we discuss the circularly symmetrical deformation of the membrane.
The analytic solutions are found in terms of the modified Bessel functions when
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the mechanical response functions are linear. As an example, a mixed boundary
value problem is illustrated. The straightening and inverse bending of a circular arc
of the membrane are discussed in Sees. 3 and 4 respectively. It is found that the
straightening deformation satisfies the equilibrium conditions for any mechanical
response functions. So it is a universal deformation. Then in Sees. 4, 5, and 6 the
corresponding deformations of the networks are discussed.

2. Symmetrical deformation of membranes with circular cords. We will, in the
present section, investigate the deformation of a circular (arc) membrane formed of
two families of elastic cords lying in the radial and circumferential directions. The
cords are joined together at their intersection points so that there is no slip. To
form the membrane the cords must be continuously distributed and be thinner at the
central-ward end than outward end while the mechanical property is the same along
the cord; i.e., to obtain the same extensions at the central-ward and outward ends
the same forces should be applied. We assume that the cords are perfectly flexible
and the membrane cannot resist shearing. It is convenient to introduce circular polar
coordinate systems (R, 0) and (r, 9) with the centre of the circles as poles, for
undeformed and deformed membranes respectively. The general expression for a
plane deformation from (R, 0) to (r, 6) is

r = r{R,Q), d = 6(R,Q). (2.1)
The corresponding deformation gradient tensor and right Cauchy-Green deformation
tensor are (Spencer [7])
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For simplicity, the deformation we consider here is one in which the radial and
circumferential cords still lie along the radial and circumferential directions respec-
tively, i.e.,

r — r(R), 9 = d{@). (2.4)
Then the deformation gradient and right Cauchy-Green deformation tensors are sim-
ply

F*=fn (2-5)0 r9 /R

C=\[r'f lrS°/Rf}. <")
which give the stretch ratios

' i r\'*R = r , Ie = r0'/R, (2.7)
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in radial and circumferential directions respectively, where the primes denote the
derivatives with respect to their arguments. For this deformation, furthermore, the
equilibrium of a small arc element enclosed by two segments of radial cords and two
of circumferential ones gives

dT0 n dTR n'T _n pox
le~°' (2'8)

where Te is tension carried by circumferential cords crossing per unit of initial
length of radial cords, the usual stress definition, and TR is tensile carried by radial
cords located in unit central angle, being of the dimension of force. In addition, the
response functions of the cords take the form

( TJkn) for /l„ > 1,
r-{o for^l; <2'9a)
r (We) for > 1,

0 I 0 for Ae < 1;
or

Xr = *-r(-Tr) for Tr>0,
Ae = Ae(re) forre>o.

In the following we assume that XR > 1 and Ae > 1 .
The first equation of (2.8) and the second equation of (2.10) indicate that

Te — Tq(R) and = ^e(^) •
From the second equation of (2.7) we can see that 6' must be constant, say C, so

e = ce + e0, (2.ii)
in which 90 is a constant. Then we have

= Cr/R. (2.12)
The second of the equilibrium equation (2.8) yields the governing equation for r =
r(R)

d_
dRl

which is a nonlinear second order ordinary differential equation if the response func-
tions are nonlinear and therefore it is generally very difficult to obtain an analytic
solution. Even if the equations in (2.9) are of linear form

^ = £,(^-1), Te = E2(Xe- 1) (2.14)
and then (2.13) is also linear

r" -C2k2r/R = -Ck2, (2.15)

with k2 = E2/Ex , we could still not obtain a general solution expressed in terms of
simple functions.

In fact by some transformation, the solution may be expressed in terms of Bessel
functions as follows (see Mclachlan [8, p. 12] and [9, p. 102])

r - R/C + RU1{CxIx(2CkRU2) + C2K{[lCkRU2)} . (2.16)

;[TR(r')]-CTe(Cr/R) = 0, (2.13)
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Here /,(z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order one and Kx{z)
is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order one.

The constant C is determined from the deformed and undeformed central angles.
If the arc forms a whole circle then C = 1 and

r = R +RXI2{CxI^2kRX/2) + C2Kx(2kRXI2)}, (2.17)

*e = r/R, (2.18)
and choosing 60 — 0 gives

9 = @. (2.19)
Using the series expansion form of the modified Bessel functions, we have
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Here y = 0.5772... is Euler's constant. Then carrying out the derivative of the
expression in (2.20), we obtain the stretch ratio in radial direction

dr
Xr~ dR
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The author [6] determined the constants C, and C1 for a variety of boundary
value problems. One of these is a circular annulus fixed on the internal edge R = B
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and pulled on the external edge R = A by tension TA , i.e.,

r = B at R = B and TR = T4 at R = A . (2.23)

Then from (2.20), (2.22), and (2.14), we have

c =_la K(k,B) 
1 El J{k,B)K*(k, A) — I*(k, A)K{k, B) '

c =  W'8) 
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(2.24)
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3. Straightening a circular arc membrane. Now we discuss the deformation of
straightening an arc with the same cords distribution as that in Sec. 2. We assume that
after the deformation the radial cords lie in the x{ -direction and the circumferential
cords in the ^-direction; i.e., the deformation is of the form

xl=xl(R), x2 = x2(Q) . (3.1)

The corresponding stretch ratios are given by

Xr=x\{R), Ae = x'2(@)/R. (3.2)
If we consider the equilibrium of a small rectangular element deformed from an

arc element with boundaries along the cords, we find that the equilibrium conditions

£5l-o ^ = o
RdQ ' 8R ' [ '

where Te and TR have the same meanings as in Sec. 2. Besides these we have the
general relations in (2.9).

It follows, therefore from (2.9), (3.2), and (3.3), that

Tr = C{, (3.4)
Te = Te{x'2{e)/R) = Tq{R), (3.5)
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where Cx is a constant and T^(R) is function of R only. The last equality in (3.5)
implies that

x'2(&) = C2, (3.6)
with C2 being another constant. Thus (3.5) and the second equation of (3.2) yield

Te = Te(C2/R), (3.7)
= CJR. (3.8)

The equation (3.4) with the first equation of (2.10) implies that XR is also a constant,
given by

^=VC,). (3.9)
Integrating the first equation of (3.2), with the aid of (3.9) and (3.6), we have

x, = Ar(C1)jR + x10, x2 = C2© + x20. (3.10)

Here x10 and x20 are constants representing rigid body displacement.
We can see, from the above procedure, that the deformation (3.10) satisfies the

equilibrium equations (3.3) for any deformation-stress relation (2.9). So it is a uni-
versal deformation. This deformation can be maintained by the tractions on the
boundary given by (3.4) and (3.7). The traction TR does not depend on the consti-
tutive relation as T0 does. If Te increases as Ae increases, then it decreases as R
increases.

4. Inverse bending of circular arcs. In the previous section, the arcs are straight-
ened. In this section we will discuss the deformation in which the straightened arcs
are further bent inversely; i.e., the central-ward and outward ends of the radial cords
before the total deformation point outward and central-ward respectively after the
deformation and the cords along the circumferential direction of the circles remain
along circumferential direction but with inverse bending direction.

We assume that the deformation is also symmetric, i.e., (2.4)-(2.6) hold. In this
case, r decreases as R increases and 6 decreases as 0 increases. So r < 0 and
d' < 0. Then the equations in (2.7) should be replaced by

= ~r'> *e = -d'r/R. (4.1)
The equations in (2.8)—(2.11) are still valid here, but (2.12) should be written as

Xs = -Cr/R, (4.2)
since Ae > 0 while C = d' < 0. Introducing a new constant C* — -C > 0, we
have

= C*r/R . (4.3)
With the aid of (4.1), (4.3), and (2.14), we derive, from the second equation of

(2.8), the equation for r(R)

r" -C*2k2r/R = -C*k2, (4.4)
which is of the same form as (2.15). So the general solution is given by (2.16) with
C replaced by C*. The other alternatives are along the boundary. If after the
deformation r2 and r, are the radii of the circumferential cords which are initially
along the internal and external circles, then r2 > rx .
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5. Symmetric deformations of circular arc networks. Now we turn to the discussion
of the deformation of an elastic network whose cords lie along the radial directions
and chords of circles. The radial cords are joined with the chord cords at their
intersection. The intersection points of a chord cord with radial cords are on the
same circle. We assume that the cords are evenly distributed: the adjacent chord
cords are apart by a distance H and adjacent radial cords are apart by an angle a.
Part of the network with five radial cords is shown in Fig. 1(a), where A is radius
of the cord zero and Li [i = 0, 1, ...) is length of the chord.

The deformation is such that the intersection points on a circle are still on the
circle deformed from it. Then after the deformation the radial cords are still evenly
distributed, apart by an angle /?, but the distance between the chord cords are differ-
ent, being /z; (/ = 0, 1, ...). Assume that A, L; become a, /. respectively. Here
we have relations

L0 — 2A sin(a/2), 1Q = 2a sin(/?/2).

The tensions and stretch ratios do not vary along the chord cord. The deformed
configuration of the part of the network shown in Fig. 1(a) is illustrated in Fig. 1(b),
where Ti and (i = 0, 1, 2, ...) are the tensions carried by radial cords and
chord cords respectively.

From the symmetric geometry, we have

L. = Lt_ j + 2//sin(a/2) - L0 + 2iH sin(a/2),

I, = + 2hi_[ sin(/?/2) = /0 + 2 sin(/?/2) £ hk , (/ = 1,2,...)-
k=0

The stretch ratios of each segment of radial and chord cords are given by

ki = hi/H, A* (/ = 0, 1,2,...). (5.2)

(a) (h)

Fig. 1. Network with cords along radial and chord directions of cir-
cles, (a) before the deformation, (b) after the deformation
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Substituting (5.1) into the second equation of (5.2), we have

/,_i + 2hi_] sin(jS/2)
A =

LQ + 2///sin(a/2)

i [/" + (i ~ l)ao] + A,-i^o
(5.3)

H + ia,
(/ = 1, 2,

o
where

H = L0/H, 0o = 2sm{0/2), aQ = 2sin(a/2).
Therefore, it follows that

JM/-1 = [/* + "*,,# + (1 = 1,2,...)- (5-4)
The balance of the force at the /th chord cord yields

Ti = T,.[+S,p0 (/ = 0,1,2,...). (5.5)

The relations between the tensions and stretch ratios are assumed to be
Ti = K(ki- 1),

(/'= 0, 1 , 2, ...). (5.6)
5f = A- (A*-l),

Here AT and K* are elastic constants of the radial and chord cords respectively.
Then substituting (5.6) into (5.5) and using (5.4) we derive the equations for A*

[H + (/ + l)a0]AJ+1 - [2(n + iaQ) + /?0/c0]A.

+ [// + (/— 1 )a0]A-_, + P0k0 — 0, (/ = 1, 2, ...),

where — K*/K .
Assume that there are jV+1 points (or chord cords), numbered as 0, 1,2,...,TV.

The equation (5.7) holds at the interior points 1 , 2, ... , TV — 1 along radial cords.
At the two end points of the radial cord, we can derive two additional equations
according to the specified boundary conditions. So it forms a system of N + 1 lin-
ear algebraic equations for N + 1 variables A* (i = 0, 1, 2, ... , N). Therefore the
number of equations is equal to that of variables and the problem is well posed. After
the stretch ratios A* (/' = 0, 1, 2, ... , N) of the chord cords are determined from
(5.7) with the boundary conditions, the stretch ratios A( (/' = 0, 1, 2, ... , TV — 1)
of the radial cords can be found from (5.4), then the tensions from (5.6). When the
chord cords form whole circles, /? = a, i.e., /?0 = aQ .

In passing, instead of (5.7) as the governing equation, we can derive the equations
for (j = 1,2, ... , N- 1), which are

[// + (i + l)a0]A(+| - [2(n + ia0) + a0 + P0k0]Aj+ ^

\H 4- ia0]^._, + /?0a0/c02 = 0 (/ = 1, 2, ... , N - 1).

The stretch ratios of the chord cords are given by

A* = l + (A,-a,_,)/£„/?(,• (5.9)
The equation (2.15) is derived from the continuum model-membrane, while the

equation (5.7) is derived from the discrete model-network. Now we try to derive
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(2.15) from (5.7) by taking the limit: H, a, K, and K* —> 0 in such a way that
K/a and K*/H are finite, and /? —» 0. We can see that, by this procedure of
limiting,

lim — = E0, lim — = E. ,
K" ,H^0 H A',a-*0 a 1

and
lim — = lim — = C.

yS,a^0a0 0,a-> Oa

Rearranging (5.7), we have

Lu + /a0](A;+1 - 2a;+at.,) + «0(a;+1 - a*_,) - /?0\2a; + /?0\2 = o,

[fi + ,«o]^ - + 2%ifa - + = o.0 a0 H2 2// qlqKH ' a2QKH

From the geometry, it follows that

(/z + iaQ)H/aQ = LQ/aQ + iH = R .

Now taking the limit, we obtain

tfA*" + 2A*' - &2C2A* + k2C2 = 0.

This is the same as that derived by introducing (2.12) into (2.15) with A0 = A* .

6. Straightening of a circular arc network. Now we consider a special deformation
of the network described in Sec. 5, with general relationships between the tensions
and stretch ratios, in which the chord cords are staightened such that the radial cords
are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the staightened chord cords. Therefore
after the deformation, every segment of the chord cords has the same length / and

L. fi + iaQ H

Equilibrium of the points along a radial cord gives rise to

7>r,_i = r,_2 = ... = 70 = c1. (6.2)

Then from any tension-stretch ratio relation, we have

A • = Aj = A -_2 = • • • = A0 = constant, (6.3)

and
hj = constant.

The constant C, is related to A0 by the relation between the tension and stretch
ratios. When X*Q is given, we can determine A* from the first of (6.1), and then the
tension of the chord cord from the constitutive relation S( = 5(A*).

This deformation is again a universal deformation and should be maintained by
the tractions calculated from the above equations.
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Rearranging (6.1), we have

a; = ^, (6.4)

where A = /iH/a0 is the radius of the Oth chord cord. This is the same as that in
(3.8) with C2 = . We again derive the result for the continuum model by using
the discrete model.

7. Inverse bending of circular arc networks. As in Sec. 4, we investigate in the
present section the deformation in which the straightened arc network, discussed in
Sec. 6, is further bent inversely. In this case the deformation is symmetric, then
corresponding to (5.1) we have

L = L;_, + 2H sin(a/2) - LQ + 2iH sin(a/2),
/-I

/, = - 2Af_, sin(/?/2) = /0 - 2 sin(/?/2) £ hk , (i = 1,2,...).
k=0

With the definition in (5.2), we have, instead of (5.3) and (5.4),

2Af_1sin(/*/2)

(7.1)

' L0 + HJi sm[a/Z)

a* .ru + fi- iwi-a. ,/?„^-5 (i = i,2,...;
(7.2)

fl + /QIq

jy,-i =[^ + 0'- IKlC. + (1 = 1,2,...). (7.3)
The balance of the force at the /th chord cord yields

Tj = Tt_x - (/ = 0,1,2,...). (7.4)

Then substituting the constitutive relations (5.6) into (7.4) and using (7.3) we derive
the equations for A* (/ = 1, 2, ...)•

[/i + (/ + l)a0]A(.+ 1 - [2(fi + iaQ) + PQkQ]Xj ^

+ [fi + (i-l)a0]Xll+p20k20=° ('= 1.2,-..),

which is the same as (5.7). Therefore the problem is complete when the conditions
at the points on the boundary are specified.
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